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Comments: If you are trying to enhance the area in and around Holland Lake, tearing down many old growth

trees and clearing decades of old cabins and outbuildings that many generations have made memories in and

around, taken pictures that are in albums passed down to grandchildren, and home to much wildlife, is

counteractive to that idea.  How in the world can the Forest Service be in support of a project that is opposite of

what your agency stands for?  Maintaining the forests, sounds of nature and wildlife, should be the goal in

protecting what is the heart of Montana: beauty and tranquility.  A project of this type goes against ALL of what

everyone loves about this beautiful state, the way of life, and what they desire to be a part of. Adding parking lots

brings more noise and auto pollution, danger to small wildlife, and trash.  If this is becoming an upscale resort

facility, it will lure those who are not mindful of what is around them that should be protected, but only what their

money will buy to serve them personally without a care to being a responsible and considerate patron of this

scenic and nostalgic area.  PLEASE come to your senses and listen to those who have been enjoying the lake

and surrounding beauty for many years.  Don't allow the greed of out-of-state developers, politicians, or others

who are putting the desire to make significant profits to dictate and choose the fate of this acreage.  Don't forget

the Montanans you serve as you press this September 21st (quieted) deadline hoping the public comments

would be minimal.

 

PLEASE STRONGLY READ AND MEDITATE ON THE COMMENTS YOU RECEIVE ON THIS PROPOSITION

FOR DEVELOPMENT.  THIS COULD SET A PRECEDENT FOR FURTHER DESTRUCTION OF AREAS OF

OUTSTANDING NATURAL BEAUTY THAT CANNOT BE REVERSED ONCE PERMITTED.


